WHEN SAVING
SECONDS
SAVES MONEY,
UTILIMASTER
DELIVERS.
Parcel Delivery.

THE FASTER,
SMARTER WAY TO
DELIVER PARCELS.
AND PROMISES.
There’s a lot more than packages and envelopes riding
on your fleet of trucks. You have a reputation to protect.
Your customers count on you every minute of every
day to ship and receive the parcels that keep friends
and families connected, and companies in business.
A package delivered quickly, efficiently, and safely is a
promise kept. It’s our job at Utilimaster to design and
build the vehicles that help you make those deliveries
millions of times a day, one fulfilled promise at a time.

Work-Driven Design®

Assess

Once we understand your needs, we hit the road–literally.
Our engineers get out in the field with your drivers and conduct
a productivity audit. We observe delivery processes, route
navigation, driver safety, and operational details. At this stage,
we often discover seemingly minor opportunities that can
translate into major business results.

Listen

Before we spec anything, we take the time to understand
your business. It’s critical that we get to know the bigger
context of your fleet operations. Hearing more about your
organizational goals, business needs, and challenges helps us
think strategically about how to improve your fleet productivity.

Design

With a broad business context and a
detailed driver experience, we design
solutions that are specific to your fleet
objectives. Designing with knowledge
can make the difference that sets you
apart from your competition and delivers
measurable returns to your bottom line.

A PROCESS
AS EFFICIENT
AS YOURS.
Optimize

Once your vehicles are delivered,
we enter into a new phase: that of
a continued partnership. As your
vehicles hit the road, we offer services
that increase your fleet capacity and
savings. And we’re always on the
lookout for new opportunities that
might further your goals. Think of us as
an extension of your team.

Build

Our production is guided by the latest in continuous
improvement methods. As we build your fleet, we
are constantly auditing for smoother logistics, more
efficient processes, and additional cost savings. This
process ensures our deliveries are always on time, on
budget, and beyond expectations.

No other industry has made the science of logistics more
precise. You have every parcel monitored, tracked, and
timed from the minute it’s received to the second it’s
delivered. We admire your rigor and share your passion
for perfection. Our Work-Driven Design® process is what
helps us deliver on our promise of supplying vehicles
that are ergonomic for your drivers and efficient for your
demanding needs.

INNOVATIONS
THAT SAVE
TIME—AND
MONEY.
We’ve been working with many of the world’s largest
parcel delivery companies for decades. We’ve ridden
along on millions of miles of routes that span from
busy, congested cities to remote, rural settings. Along
the way, we’ve learned what works and what needs
improvement. That’s what drives our desire to innovate
to always help you do your job better.

BECAUSE PACKAGES COME
IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES.
Every fleet has a different set of requirements. From the way that your driver interacts
with the vehicle to the places where your customers need to ship and receive their
parcels. Utilimaster offers a wide range of body types and custom upfits to perfectly
fit your packages, and the promises you’re delivering.

Truck Bodies
Built on a solid cab chassis, Utilimaster’s
truck bodies are the industry standard for
heavy-duty commercial delivery. Engineered
and made tough with FRP, aluminum, and
composite materials like DuraPlate, they’re
all built to deliver optimal performance and
maximum versatility.

Walk-in Van
For the ultimate versatility, our walk-in vans
have a highly modular stand-up cargo area
and multiple door configurations. Lightweight
aluminum construction provides a durable,
rust-free body for lighter overall weight and
increased payload capacity. Low step-in cab
and rear doors make entry and exit easy
and accessible.

Cargo Van Upfit
Utilimaster has a long history of designing
and building custom upfits for virtually every
kind of delivery and service business. We’ve
worked alongside, served, innovated, and
grown with the biggest fleet brands in the
world. Our enhanced upfits and ship-thru
facilities have yielded custom packages and
specialty options that not only do the job,
but do the job better.

Aftermarket Parts
We have thousands of quality aftermarket
parts to replace what’s broken, or to upgrade
your fleets with the latest and smartest
technology, including everything from
back-up cameras to keyless entry to GPS
and beyond. Plus, we have the expertise
to come to you and install with confidence.

Field Service
Our field service teams can assess your fleet
and recommend new parts and technology
to modernize and optimize your vehicles.
Then, they’ll make sure installation gets done
quickly and efficiently with zero downtime,
so you can get on the road and focus on
your business.

Mid-Atlantic

THERE’S NO
BETTER TIME
TO SAVE TIME.
We can spec, customize, build, upfit, and deliver your
vehicles from start to finish. There’s no need to waste time
and money working with multiple vendors for different
parts of the process. Utilimaster has the proven expertise
and experience to deliver the finest parcel delivery fleets
twice as fast as most of our competitors. And as you know,
every minute saved translates into more money driven to
your bottom line.

One PO. One turnkey resource. One call to Utilimaster
will help you deliver on every promise you make.

To learn more about our parcel delivery expertise,
contact us today.
800.582.3454
Utilimaster.com
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